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No. 65

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA. MISSOULA. MONTANA

Non-Resident Students
From Eighteen S tates
Attend Summer Session

EDUCATORS TACKLE
STATE’S PROBLEMS
HERE NEXT MONDAY

Well-Known Educators W ill Be Present for Conference

FifWCi Compiled by Registrar's Office Show Georgia to Be Most
Distant State Represented and North Dakota to Have
Largest Delegation; Enrollment Climbs

jDr. L D. Coffman, President of University of Minnesota, Is Coming
To Take Part in Discussions; Chancellor M. A. Brannon
And Miss Elizabeth Ireland Plan to Take Part

From the South, from the West, from the East have come students,
representatives of 18 states and one insular possession, to take work
at Montana State University during the summer quarter. Figures com
piled by the registrar's office and released yesterday show that the

Educational problems of the Treasure state will come forward for
discussion and solution next Monday morning in Main hall auditorium,
when the Montana Conference on Educational Problems, sponsored by
the School of Education, opens for a four-day session. Speakers of

ut-of-stat t
unfremity Is host to 127 out-of-state
students; 'hat 80 of these arc women I
....... ..
...... unusual merit and wide experience In
—— —" .........and 47 men; that Georgia Is the most
educational fields. Including Dr. L. D.
distant state to l>e represented, and
Coffman, president of the University
that North Dakota, Montana’s eastern
of Minnesota, have been placed on the
neighbor, with a delegation of 28, has
programme.
L. D. COFFMAN
the largest non-resident group on the
• The conference has been planned so
campus.
that ft will be of interest to ever)'
The second largest non-resident
teacher, principal and superintendent,
I
group, 21 In all, comes from Minne
while every citizen, whose major ac
sota. while the state of Washington, Professor of English at Whitman
tivity reaches into other fields, will
| Well-Known Violinist Will Present find interest and enlightenment In the
with 12, Is pushed closely for third
Accepts Invitation to
|
I
place by Iowa, which has a delegation
Address Writers
Extensive Programme to
nine sessions. A large attendance is
Increase of 20 Per Cent Is Noted
of 11. California and South Dakota,
_________
George llernard Shan’s Play Read
expected from the various cities and
Music Lovers
During Last Three Years
with eight representatives each, are
towns throughout the state.
Russell Blankenship, professor of|
ll,‘,'ore Appreciative Group
tied for fifth on the roll of registra
Miss Jane Dudley of Madison, Wis„ Dr. Coffman, while not on the pro
English at Whitman college,* Walla
M. P. Moe, inspector of high schools ell-known violinist, will appear to
tion by stales.
gramme
for a formal address, will be
Walla, Wash., will be one of the
Professor Maud May Babcock, head j Spaulding. Dobbin and Foresters in Montana and member of the staff
Other states represented with the
night at 8:30 o’clock In a recital spon
light, of the nine sessions
peakers at the Writers' conference of the Department of Public Speaking
of
state
superintendent
of
schools,
is
registration from each are: Missouri,
Use Plane and Horses to
sored by the School of Music, In Main and carry on a discussion of the probo be held in connection with the at the University of Utah, read George
teaching two classes in vocational sci hall auditorium.
six; Wisconsin, five; Idaho, Nebraska,
Save
Deiss
Packer
niH
that
arise
during the session. He
School of Creative Writing at the Sum Bernard Shaw’s play, "Caesar and
ences for high school teachers during
Texas and Wyoming, four each; Michi
Most of Miss Dudley’s violin train ill make the closing remarks at all
ner session, July 18, 19 and 20. Pro- Cleopatra,” before an aydience of sum
the summer session.
gan. three; Illinois and Oregon, two
ing has been with private teachers— of the sessions he attonds.
’essor Blankenship is the author of mer school students and Missoula
Irwin Geary, packer for the geologic
Mr. Moe, who has been active in edu
each; Oeorgla, Oklahoma and Utah,
With experience In many fields of
‘American Literature as an Expres townspeople at the Little Theater last reconnaisance party of Dr. Charles F. cational work for 17 years, 12 of them first with Waldo Geltch, then with
one each. The Philippine Islands have
sion of the National Mind,” published Friday evening. Her interpretation Deiss in the upper South Fork coun in Montana, says that there is very Cecil Burleigh, considered to be the education, Dr. Coffman Is one of the
a delegation of two.
n 1921, which is probably the most was much enjoyed by a small but try, is in a local hospital with indica little difference iirth e subjects taught most eminent American composer for ablest and most versatile educators
Total registration last week con
widely-used text on American litera- appreciative audience.
tions pointing to recovery from in- here and those taught in other states. the violin, and finally with Leopold of the country. His career has led
tinued to hover around the 700 mark,
ire. Next year he will be connected
Mi8s Babcock has taught at Harvard Ijuries sustained in the remote scene The main differences, he says, lie in Auer of New York City, reputed to be him through the experiences of teach
approaching It gradually but falling
ith the University of Washington.
university, the University of Wiscon- of the Deiss operations last Sunday, the methods of financing. While other the world's greatest master of the er, principal, superintendent, research
to reach It, despite the fact that 718
Professor Blankenship is a former sin and other schools on the eastern | Geary’s rescue is a tale of efficiency states tax public utilities and collect violin. Auer’s prediction of a brilliant scholar, supervisor of teacher train
enrollment cards have been given out
student of Professor H. G. Merriam, loast. She is associate editor of the and fortitude—marvelous when condi state educational taxes, Montana’s career for Miss Dudley, has, for the ing, professor of education, adviser
at the registrar's office since the first
most part, been realized.
to the surgeon general on the educa
head of the State University Depart National Quarterly Journal of Speech tions are realized.
schools are supported by the school
day of registration for the summer
It has recently been learned that tion of disabled soldiers, president of
ment of English. He was a student and is president of the National Dra At 3r30 o’clock Sunday afternoon districts.
quarter. As last week closed, 684
W.
S.
Bailey
of
Corvallis
and
formerly
the
National Society for the Study of
at
Whitman
college
during
the
second
matic fraternity. She has toured the Dean Thomas C. Spaulding of the | Montana high schools, due to lack
students were attending classes and
of Wisconsin, is a close friend of the Education, the North Central Confer
the remaining 32 had yet to complete ar Professor Merriam taught there.. United States and Europe, giving read School of Forestry received a relayed ot tun(is, have been 1)arely abie t0
Dudley
family.
Mr.
Bailey's
oldest
ence
of C o l l e g e s and Secondary
registration. Five students completed Three women who have contributed; ings selected from her lengthy reper telephone message from the ranger keep up with the rapidly increasing
good deal of verse to the pages o f! toire.
station on Big Prairie. Bob Johnson’s enrollment, which, Mr. Moe, said, rose daughter, Ruth, went to kindergarten Schools, the Association of Urban Uni
enrollment last Thursday, one last
the Frontier will also attend the Writ
plane was called from Hamilton, Dr. 20 per cent in the last three years. with Miss Dudley. Kathryn Bailey, versities and the National Association
Friday and one Saturday.
J. W. Dobbin was summoned and Dean Since the legislature did not provide younger sister of Ruth, was a sopho of State Universities, dean of the Col
Total enrollment figures so far show ers’ conference this summer.
MrB.
Ethel
Romig
Fuller,
who
makes
Spaulding, without waiting for a for junior high schools until July 1 more at the State University this year. lege of Education of the University of
that 235 students In attendance this
Minnesota and finally president of
( c h a n g e of clothes, started for the 1931i there are very tew of tbem in Tonight’s programme follows:
quarter are graduate* and 448 are her home in Portland, Ore., is the au
i.
that school. He is an author and
of the trouble. The flight to | tliis state.
undergraduates. New students total thor of two volumes of verse, “White
Handel
Sonata
A
Major...........................
editor
of a series of text books.
Peaks
and
Green”
and
“Kitchen
Son
Holbrook ranger station was made in
254. while 429 have attended the State
Although qualifications for high
(a) Old Bruin; (b) Fairy Sailing;
nets.”
Much
of
her
poetry
has
been
Brnnnoti Coming
50-minutes—about
100
miles.
There
University previously. The total at
school teachers are lower here than
(c)
Hills;
(d)
Indian
Snake
Dance
Dr. M. A. Brannon, chancellor of the
was found that Geary was at the Deiss in most states, they are rising rapidly,
tendance of Montana residents so far published in the Frontier. She has
.....Cecil
Burleigh
given
radio
talks
from
the
Portland
University of Montana, will be present
imp, 17 miles up the White river trail said Mr. Moe. He also mentioned the
Is 566.
III.
radio station and she has traveled a If You Don't Know Your Neighbor| -one of the most difficult paths in fact that 50 less teachers will be em
to participate in the discussion of the
Don’t lilnme Directors;
Max Bruch problems of higher education. Dr.
Scotch Fantasie.........
good deal, over the Northwest, reading
the Northwest.
ployed
this
year
than
last
year.
Fun for All
Introduction:
Graci
her poetry. She attended the Inland
j Brannon has had a long scientific and
That meant a hard hike—forestry
Allegro
Empire Council of Teachers of Eng
administrative career which has in
crews were on holiday but Ranger
Andante Sostenuto
lish in Spokane. April 8 and 9 of this
cluded the experiences of science in
Miss Ann Reely and Mias Theo Don- Djouis Sousley of the Big Prairie staIII.
year. She will read some of her poetry neliy, social directors for the summer tion had lost no time; he had his pack
structor, professor of biology, dean of
de 'alia school of medicine, dean of college of
Jota
Will (a te to Lead Journey to Old Ihere.
session, have made plans for a series string already moving, a saddle horse
Albenlz liberal arts, president of the Univer
Tango ................ ...
IMurer Mining Keglon
Mrs. Lucy Robinson, whose home is of bridge parties, informal dances and for the doctor and was rustling a
iondonderry Air................................. sity of Idaho and Beloit college and
------------in Spokane, Wash., gives daily book teas for the* pleasure of the summer mount for Dean Spaulding. But the
. Arranged by Fritz Kreisler for more than 10 years chancellor of
Saturday at 1 o’clock, the Montana reviews and 1Horary new from the students.
dean didn’t wait for a horse; with Dr.
Alla Zingara (From D Minor Con the University of Montana.
She has
Mnuntuincers will leave for the head radio station in Spokam
If yon don't know your neighbor Dobbin mounted, he started on foot
waters of Cedar creek near Superior. published one volume of rse, “Lan- don’t blame the social directors! | over the 17-mile trail, through the Photographs Taken by Education certo) ..................... ....... Wieniakswi
pr. C. H. Clapp, whose activities
Professor Loaned to
IV.
This was u region of active placer terns in the Mist,” and has had several Every means have been taken and all rain. He had covered seven miles behave been in both the scientific and
Mr. ltiedel 1
le S un......
Hymn
mlning in the early days and some poems In the Frontier. Mrs. Robinson plans were made with the thought of fore his horse, with Ranger Sousley,
administrative fields, Vill also be
Rlmsky-Kors ikow-KreisIer present for the discussions. Dr. Clapp
renewal of the search for gold has is a business woman, doing publicity creating the friendly atmosphere for overtook him. Then followed 10 miles
Several hundred photographs
Saint Saens has had wide experience as a geolo
Rondo Caprlccloso
Ixurn taking place this year.
work for a hank in Spokane. She will which Montana is famous. Young and of wild riding. Corners were cut whenWill Cavo, a pioneer, will be the|apeak, while here, on "Literature and|old, faculty and students, meet to- ever possible, logs were lumped und Ulrlllg sce"cry of the Rocky mountains!
gist, instructor in geology, professor
have
been
loaned
to
the
Department
leader of the trip. His father ran a the Radio.”
Igether for the purpose of enjoyment,
LINE ADDRESSES ROTA RIANS of geology, president of the Montanu
( Continued <
Four)
of Fine Arts by Professor Freeman I
store at the mines until 1873.
Mrs. Esther Shephard, another vis- On Friday evenings there will he inState School of Mines and the State
Daughters, dean of the School of Edu- j
Indlviduuls of the party may either Itor and speaker, has taught courses formal dancing from 9 to 11 o’clock
Line, dean of the School ot University of Montana. As an author
cation, and will be on display this71Business Administration, gave a talk he has made many valuable Scientific
camp out or stay at the Lacasse mine. In creative writing at the University Lf North hall. Punch will be served
week in Room 301, Main hall.
where the cost will be much less than of Washington. She has also edited during the evening,
ion the dairy industry of the state at Icontributions to geological literature.
Professor Daughters has taken ex the Rotarian luncheon, Wednesday
at dude ranches. Transportation will the volume of Paul Bunyan stories, Several teas are being planned but
State Superintendent
tensive trips and is very familiar with at the Citizens’ Military Train camp | Miss Elizabeth Ireland, Montana
be about $1.50 or $2.50. A late car entitled
"Paul Bunyan,” which is con- no definite dates have been st.Anthe Rocky mountain region. He has adjoining Fort Missoula. His talk was Istate superintendent of public InstrucSaturday evening or even Sunday, sfdered the most authentic of all col- nouncemeuts will be made later on
traveled from the furtheat end of th e i|n con|lectlon wlt(f the campaign for |
will he anolhe r educational aumorning will be provided for those lections
of his adventures. Mrs. Shepas the plans are completed, sothere
Grand canyon in Colorado up through | (he conlfuraptlon of more dairy prod- ttaorlty in attendanc ti at the meeting.
who cannot leave Saturday noon. The hard is
a member of the staff of the Swtll be no conflict with thepro
Jasper park In Canada. Professor ucts
perty will return Sunday evening.
I Repertory Play House associates of Jgrammes and activities sponsored by
P a g e Four)
Daughters has a large collection of
Those wishing to go. whether mem- New York City. She has written other organizations,
pictures, taken by himself while tour
bers or not. should notify Harriet stories, verse and drama. Her talk! The Women’s club convention, the
ing this region.
Linn, at 5492, or Edward Little as will concern the writing of regional Writers’ conference and the Montana
Included also in this week’s exhibit
soon as possible.
1drama.
{Conference on Educational Problems
will be a collection of university print
will have diversions which are being
series of modern art, loaned to the De
[prepared by the various committees
partment of Fine Arts by Harold
That fellow who "found a million-1 th residence section on the incline,
each group.
Rhude of Circle.
j the only comparatively flat place be
'he week-end trips round out a pro
dollar baby In a five- and
ing the school yard—it seems that
gram m e which will supply plenty of
store" has nothing on Helen Gray
youth must be served.
entertainment to suit the tastes of
teacher of home economics In Juneau,
“A little chilly, but a wonderful Ithe moat interesting features of the everybody.
| In Alaska, as in this section of the
trip” Is the unanimous verdict of the oxcursloi i. The trail Is steep but not I a jj students are Invited to attend
Alaska, who has enrolled at the State United States, there are many Indians.
more than 30 who made the week-end difficult and all who participated |tjje different activities and become
University for summer school work— h>ut unlike ours, they are yellow in
journey to jlolland lake Saturday.
agree that It
vonderful ex peri- better acquainted with their fellowMrs. A. C. Spaulding, mother of she found a "mllllon-dollar” golf [color, look Oriental, and have poor
Th* atari from th« campus was ence. The scenic effects were dra- | slu(lontSi thus carrying on the tradiDean T. C. Spaulding, of the School of course in Alaska. The golf course, a physiques. AH the Indians wear ord
made at 8 o'clock Saturday morning matlc—the rain had not hit the trail, tion of friendliness and good-fellow•Forestry, died Friday morning after Iniiie-Iiole
, Is called “mllllon- inary civilian clothes, and the girls
and the drive of 80 miles was made j but the storm-clouds could be seen (ship for which the Hate University ol
ja long illness caused by heart disease, dollar” Is
e it was made from the especially, many of whom are pretty,
without accident. Saturday’s weather jgathering above the Mission moun- Montana is noted.
Mrs. Spaulding was born in Ohio in tailings” of a gold mine, which were dress smartly and are. Indeed, quite
waa perfect for the ride - a shower tains in the west and their erratic
11859 and had lived In Missoula since brown into an ocean channel, several "flapperlsh,” They do not take part
had laid all the dust and freshened Icourse was interesting to observe.
j1889. Funeral services were held ons of tbem each day, until in time In the social activities of the town,
the entire region—rivers, lakes, moun Fortunately for the hikers the clouds BOTKIN TO GIVE THIRD
TALK OF WEEKLY SERIES
(Sunday afternoon; burial was in the hey plugged part of it. "Tailings" are where social distinctions are marked.
tains and forests were at their best. detoured so that they missed for the
to the public notion, the
he material which is left after the! Contrary
C
I Paul Fleming, magician, and com | Missoula cemetery.
There was a brief pause at Seeley lake most part the Gordon pass. There was
are very mild* that is, along
win
Type* of Regionalism in the South- pany will give a performance in the ®ean Spaulding has the sympathy of gold b; been taken out from the rock. Iwinters
for lunch and Holland lake lodge was j only an occasional drizzle there.
it, and flowers often bloom In
asked her impressions of the
i f will be the subject of Dr. B. A. a n of mafic on Friday. July 15. ini*11 the university campus. His mother| On
on being
I
retched on schedule time.
The view from the summit was im
foliage is luxuriant and iL
In the afternoon Professor Helen] pressive—the observations along the Botkin's lecture tomorrow morning a! Main hall auditorium. Their repertoire I was widely known In the city which he country. Miss Gray said that she win
tpical
in nature. Too* ft is not
had
been
ber
home
for
so
many
years
bought
It
was
the
hugeness
of
everymoi
Gleason entertained at informal tea at trail were thrilling-ft was well worth 111 o’clock in the Little Theater. This Iconsists ot legerdemain, sleight of
ty and night all winter bn)
friends amongst the [thing. The vast distances and the dar
her delightful island lodge and in the Ithe effort. Trail lunch was eaten lecture, which Is open to all students, 1hand, mind reading, spiritualism and and had
light as early as H o’clock in
the
university
faculty
o
towering
mountains
which
rise
from
|
bee
evening there was informal dancing {above the clouds and the great pan- is the third of s series and the second East Indian magic,
the water to a height of several thou the morning and r-emailis light until
under the direction of the Judges, orama of the South Fork country was given by Dr. Botkin.
Fleming is a professor of economics
the summer, it
hosts at the Holland lake lodge. The a memorable scene. There was new
Dr. Botkin is editor of Folk-Say and at Swarthmore, Pa., and has taken i Dr. C. W. Waters, associate profee- sand feet leave a lasting impression. [late afternoon. Duiring
ins prevent travel te Idoes not become dark at night but reday was more than pleasant
Isnow at the lookout point but It mere- jprofessor Regional Literature at the jmagic as his hobby. Dr. C. H. Clapp, jsor of botany, is spending the sum-jThes
sunnmer evening!
j
mains
light
as
our
nd,
all
of
which
must
be
done
by
mer
in
Spokane,
Wash.
He
is
co
Borty Sunday morning. 14 of the Ily added to the novelty of the jaunt jUniversity of Oklahoma. He is con-ja personal friend of Fleming, says
erjboat along the coastline* and are so lall night* light eroHigh, for example
party. under the leadership of Dr. | The hikers had the interesting ex-j ducting classes In problems of folk (that his performances are the most operating; with the white pine blister
person at 2
Btvery, started on the lAMMkfoot climb jperience of noting the seasonal sue-and regional writing in the Depart-j skillful and entertaining of any ofjrust office there in an attemfi to ] close that the business section of the to take a picture of a
Itown is built out over the channel and jo'clock In the monaing.
over Gordon pass. This was one Of i
<c«wti»wd «■ ?•«* F w i
iment of English here this summer, {that kind be has ever seen.
Ieradicate this plant disease.

Blankenship
Will A tten d
Conference

Professor Babcock
Heard by Students

Social C alendar
Includes Dancing,
Teas and Bridge

Man Rescued $fafe High School
fro m Remote Enrollmenf Mounts
Wooded A rea

Jane Dudley
To Be Heard
HereTonight

J

Mountaineers Plan
Cedar Creek Trip

Rocky Mountain
Pictures Shown
In A rt Display!1"

Professor-Magician
Will Be Seen Here

Vastness o f Northern Territory
Impresses Juneau, Alaska, Teacher

Twenty Students Enjoy Journey
To Holland Lake Over Week-end

Illness Is Fatal
To Mrs. Spaulding

Wednesday, July 6, 1932'

The Montana Kaimin
Published weekly during the Summer Session by the Associated
Students of the State University of Montana.

H eat W aves
Casual Comment Called Forth
By July Violet Rays

Priceless Amongst Montana Traditions
Is the Great Service of “Daddy” Abet

My debut as a columnist:
I don’t think I’m smart,
I don’t think I’m clever,
Honestly, I am trying to think—
but, I don’t think—I don’t think—
I’m not a poet either, I’vo discov
ered—
Endeavor, endeavor-fever — for
ever—
Never, never try to be clever.

Near the northwest corner of the
campus oval is a grove of fir trees
which is marked upon the official map
Subscription price, $2.60 per year._____________
of the university grounds as "Aber
Grove.” Half-hidden in the dense
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
shade of these trees is a bronze tablet
upon a granite base which bears a
simple Inscription in memory of Will
______ ______ EDITOR
MYRTLE A, CLIFFORD..
iam M. Aber, member of the original
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
BETTY FOOT....................
faculty of the university—its first pro
fessor of Latin and Greek.
Aw!
Please, give me another
Professor Aber is a beloved memory
chance!
with the early alumni of the univer
sity. To those who have come here
Shopping for Ideas
Just for encouragement, I might
Perhaps one of the most prevalent and deeply rooted ideas of an add, that as soon as I find out whether since his passing, he has/bepome by
tradition an example and a type.
individual is that he has ideas on a given subject. Possibly he has. I have an inferiority complex or I’m
"Daddy” Aber, he is called in cam
More probably his ideas are merely prejudiced notions— notions that ju st inferior—
pus colloquism—and there is no dis
It will be either better—or worm.
are abruptly upset by the interjection of a new idea into place in his
respect in the use of the familiarly
mind.
Imagine! fellow students, hearing Intimate title—rather it is symbolic
of the close relationship which existed
Nowhere is there better opportunity for discovering whether or not this—on a summer school campus:
your ideas are worthy of such a name than is offered at a university, “You know, that man I was just between this unusual man and his stu
talking to is a book agent—yes, sells dents and of the reverent affection In
especially during a summer session. Nowhere is there a better oppor
books for a living—and would you be which his memory Is held.
tunity for finding new ideas. For one thing, students who are enrolled lieve it, he said some one had stolen For "Daddy” Aber is one of the en
in one class are allowed to attend lectures given for other groups of his ‘Moral Education’.”
during traditions of the institution
students. It is possible to “ shop around” for ideas, as easily as for
His spirit—a spirit of loyalty and de
bargains, and it is much more satisfactory shopping. There is no Now, you would think he should votion which he instilled into those
necessity for leaving an idea regretfully on the bargain counter. The know better than to make a blind date who studied under his direction and
with these, summer session school- which he inspired in those with whom
only cost for such ideas is tolerance and a willingness to receive them. ma’ams.
he was associated. So it is that Aber
Ideas are strangely like guinea pigs— they multiply rapidly. But in
day, one of the university's scheduled
stead of cluttering up an already over-crowded niche in the brain, Of course there is a possibility-- annual observances, possesses so deep
they themselves are selective and rejective. And if, from a bargain that one of the masculine administra a significance.
Hs Influence
idea, the shopper is able to produce a new and thrillingly personal tors might be wanting information.
result, who can say that he has not received an education in an after- “There's a little bit of bad in the Professor Aber was much more than
a teacher of ancient languages. He
beBt of uswas singularly adept in th at line—
but though that was his profession it
I've ju st discovered what is wrong
Refreshing Interlude
.\
—yes, with me—and until the m atter was not his specialty. His specialty
Emerging from a disconsolate world which is seemingly half smoth is entirely cleared up, I must ask you was the university. He was deeply
concerned with its physical develop
ered by the intangible sordidness of present conditions, we find our to be patient.
ment, especially the grounds. His was
selves again in an environment of regulated interpretations. After
the
idea of the oval, the distinctively
What did one of the college pro
hectic months or years, during which society has in one way or an fessors mean when he said there were individual characteristic of the Monother placed decided demands upon us— erratic demands and com still some people of the Stone Age ana design, and he was an enthusi
astic advocate of tree planting. Many
mands which have dangerously drained our limited supply of spon attending universities.
of the trees on the campus he planted
taneity, vision, and such richness of desire as we have possessed—we
himself—all of the early planting was
find ourselves revelling in an atmosphere that gives more than it takes, Coming down the Main hall steps done under his direction. The clump
the other day, I found a large congre
that offers us a higher, clearer, and more inspiring vision of our chosen gation surrounding two men who were of trees which comprise the little
fields of endeavor and of existence in general. Despite the heat, per carrying on a very heated argument grove which now bears his name were
spiration provoking, we might almost term it a feeling of smug com —perseverance and obstinacy them transplanted by Professor Aber him
self from the1hills—so there is added
placency. However, the accompanying feeling is far too enervating selves (the will and won’t of it).
significance in the designation of this
and exhilarating to be so mildly termed.
I didn’t kill any cats, and I didn’t clump of firs as Aber grove.
W V \J \ J u
u
Work? Yes, indeed. But quite largely it is work for which we have have time to hear or see the outcome, But it was his personal interest in
voluntarily devoted our ambitions. And, most important, it is work but they made me think of:
the students of the university which
which brings us into contact with bigger personalities than our own. “There once were two cats for Kil was his real characteristic. There
were not as many of them then as
kenny
It’s good to sort of bask in a society comprised of individuals whose
Each thought that was one cat too there are now and he knew them all
ideals, ambitions and objectives approximate our own. It’s good to
knew them well. He helped a good
many,
browse about in the library, saunter along under the trees, talk with So they fought and they fit
many of them in their personal diffi
the profs— and to be again permeated by that rich, undefinable ele And they scratched and they bit;
culties and his direct financial assist
Except for their nails and the tips ance or aid from elsewhere for which
ment in life. It’s a strangely refreshing interlude.
of their tails
he was responsible, made it possible
Instead of two cats there weren’t for nobody knows how many students
any.”
Radio vs. Gates
to complete their work here when
otherwise it would have been impos
Twelve major schools in the east, faced with dwindling gate re
And what was it all about? “De sible.
ceipts from their football games, have voted to prohibit radio broad
pression would vanish under a demo
Practical Help
casting of games played at their stadiums or under their jurisdiction. cratic president.”
One Saturday morning Professof
This drastic measure, taken after it had been definitely established
Aber was found in the basement cor
that radio has materially cut down attendance, has been taken in the Is it pssihle we have that many ridor of University hall, scrubbing the
floor. That was an unusual occupa
hope of keeping the game a big business, as it is the only sport, now donkeys on the campus?
tion for a professor of Latin and
adays, that brings in enough money to support the extensive athletic
It was suggested to me that we poll Greek. Embarassed when pressed for
programs that most schools attempt to carry out.
the students to find out how many an explanation, “Daddy” said that the
‘D addy” Aber
There are indications that other sections of the country may follow were in favor of the Hindu method student janitor, whose' task it was to
(as
a
solution
for
depression).
this lead, since the question is to be considered at the meeting of
do that scrubbing, was a member of life as a teacher were bequeathed to p art in giving the campus its formal
the football squad which was that a Montana fund whose revenue pro- annual cleaning. That was a happy
the National Collegiate association in Pasadena, this month. If this
“The poor benighted Hindu,
day absent for a game; it had not been 'ides the prizes which‘are bestowed day for him and he showed it in his
is done no more little groups of alumni will gather in far-off towns on
He does the best he can do
possible to find a substitute who would each year in the Aber oratorical con quiet way. The trees on the campus
Saturday afternoons to listen in on what the old school is doing, and
He sticks to his caste
serve without pay and th at janitor- te s t But there came to Professor were his personal friends, as were the
perhaps spend the evening in recalling the highlights in their own past
From first till last,
player could not afford to spare even Aber that gratifying recognition of students. He had personal interest in
And for clothes he makes
college careers. And the young fry will not hear so much about the
the small sum involved. So Professor service which is not the good fortune their welfare—he nursed them care
His
skin
do.”
Aber had taken over the task in order of many who are engaged in public fully when they were small and he
old alma mater. They’ll not be apt to know about mumsy’s campus
interests or how dad blocked a play or streaked through a broken Now girls, talking from actual ex that the team might not be crippled work to enjoy—acknowledgment while watched their growth with prid$ and
yet living.
satisfaction. The beds of flowers and
field for a touchdown or plugged though the center when it was third perience, I made the first step (not and that the student might not be
Aber Day
called to time for shirking his manual
the lawns were no less his concern
entirely) by exposing my arms on a work. That was characteristic of the
down and just inches to go.
To Dean Leaphart of the School of and he gave much of his leisure time
Perhaps the receipts will increase, we don’t know, but there will recent week-end trip—and I’m still man. Much of his money—nobody but Law is due the credit of inaugurating to their care.
himself knew how much—went to re Aber day upon the Montana campus.
be a very definite loss to these little groups out on the edge of things, peeling.
The Aber Heritage
and a loss to the old school, too, which perhaps it will not be con What all poets must have—and girls lieve personal financial difficulties of That was in 1915 and Professor -Aber But it Is not the physical beauty of
students. Nor does anybody know was here to participate in the Initial the Montana campus, fine as it is, en
scious of, with all those increases from the gate.
strive for—latest method, “How to
how much of it was repaid. But that observance of that university holiday. during monument as it is, which is
secure appeal.”
part of it never concerned Professor The portrait which accompanies this William Aber's greatest contribution
sketch was made by Phil Duncan, a to the university and to those of us
Alter much.
No Missoula radio fan need feel reluctance at having to leave his
I really think for quick results> 12
student, and it is characteristic. It who enjoy its privileges. His real
From Yale
machine and go to the office. As he steps from his porch, the strains hours’ exposure is better than six—
Professor Aber was graduated at shows Professor Aber, rake in hand, contribution was that thing—at once
of “Red River Valley” comes from the neighbor radio. He proceeds if pain is no question.
Yale, class of 1878. He was a class engaged in the performance of his intangible but very real—which we
down the street, but just when the song becomes faint from distance
mate of William Howard Taft and
another radio takes up the air. When he has outdistanced that one And now dear readers, 1 have a last when, as President and in other ca
ality combines with h is. thorough
request:
4
another takes it up, all tuned in on the same station. It’s the great I want you to stretch yoUr Imagina pacities, Mr. Taft visited Montana he
knowledge of his subject to maket him
unusually effective in his work.
Missoula scene.
tion—that’s it. Ju st a bit more. Splen never failed to make an appointment
with “Father Aber”—for that was his
did. Thank you.
. Dr. J. E. Miller—autumn, w inter and
college nickname.
Professor Aber
Anthropology should be a good class for thg 8 o’clock hour, always
spring quarters, he’s dean of men but
had attained distinguished academic
so difficult to make on time. A little tardiness shouldn’t be noticed
Added
interest
in
the
summer
study
honors at New Haven and in his later
there—what’s a few minutes to an anthropologist?
career as teacher in east and west he of dramatics is given by the presence,
had acquired' a fine understanding of as visiting professor, ot Alexander
the college student. He was a retiring Deap, one-time permanent mdmber of
Missoula lawn owners ought to be rewarded for their persistency
in sprinkling sidewalks. We don’t know what they hope to grow but Ernest S. Holmes, Jr., of Missoula, man — all of his splendid work as the Montana faculty but now on the
teacher and as mentor was done with
such constancy ought to bring results. It does— curses from summer- a former university student, left last out any ostentation. But his students staff of the school of dramatics at
week for West . Point, N. Y., to enter
Yale university. Professor Dean is
clad pedestrians.
the United States Military academy. loved him. His influence was not by widely known for his superior work
He received his appointment from any means limited to those who were in the direction of dramatic presenta
n his classes—he was admired and
If you think this is hot weather wait till August. You’ll KNOW it’s Congressman J. M. Evans last year.
tion and for his thorough knowledge
Holmes attended the Columbia pre- •espected by the entire group o’f Mon of the history of the theater. Always
hot then.
paratory school at Washington, where tana students.
popular on the Montana campus, his
Long Service
he studied the subjects which are cov
return this summer is particularly
Depression which depresses is bad— but depression which inspires ered in the entrance examinations. He
One of the first members chosen of welcome. He gave to ’the local Little
to greater effort is something else again.
successfuly passed his tests before the original Montana faculty,- Pro Theater the impetus which has car
leaving that school.
fessor Aber served the institution 25 ried it along to its present high rank
There’s as much to be gained outside the classroom as within it— Due to temporary ill-health, Holmes years. The summer following his re in jts field and much is expected from
was
unable
to
enter
the
academy
last
tirement—he had been placed upon his work here this summer. As a di
if you only go after it.
summer, but the appointment was held the emeritus list—his death occurred. rector he has few peers. He has writ
over. He attended the State Univer The end came at his old home in the ten much, too, in’ dramatics which has
Dr. Severy’s breadline doesn’t signify depression— rather, expan- sity during the last school year. He east. But his last thoughts were of
attracted general attention in the the
is a member of Sigma Chi fraternity. Montana. The modest savings of his atrical world. His pleasing person
Dean Miller
Entered as second-class m atter at Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 3, 1879.___________________
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Who’s Who
On-the Campus

University Student
Goes to West Point

call the Montana spirit. Physically a
.frail man ,yet he was by the very in
fluence of his example, a leader. He
asked nothing of others that he was
not willing to do himself. He gave
to those of us who have come after
him, students and others, the splendid
example of loyalty and singleness
of purpose; of sincerity and honesty;
of self-consecration and devotion. So
the spirit of “Daddy” Aber is the
spirit of Montana—something much
more than that trite element which
we call college s p irit— something
deeper and finer. Montana does well
to set apart one day in its year to re:
calling the memory of this man—it
does better if it carries into and
through all its year an emulation of
the example which he set, of the pat
tern which he left us of what a Mon
tana man should be.
in the summer when the men run wild
he returns to his chosen field, history,
and has classes so large that this in
troduction is hardly necessary. Too,
in autum n, winter and spring he’s
“Burly” to ju st about everybody about
th e institution—it’s “Burly,” n o t
“Burley” or any corruption of the pot
name which university men—and not
a few university women—have given
him. In summer, though, as professor
of history, he becomes Doctor Miller
~-but he doesn’t care much for it. This
summer his class in Present World
Problems is one of the largest of the
session. He is a fine professor of his
tory but he is never able to shake off
entirely those characteristics which
make him a fine dean of men, traits
of tolerance and understanding which
have made eternally grateful more
than one man who has faced his desk.
Dr. J. W. Severy reports that regis
tration in Systematic Botany is un
usually'heavy. The class has already
taken one field trip and more are
planned.

TH E
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west journeys from the Jocko region j
Iinto the Blackfoot country. Part oft
ithis old trail fa now used by the for- J
jest service.
The Hogback
An interesting bit of tbe trail up
the stream is where it crosses the
Hogback, the spar of a ridge on the
west side of the valley which over
A Pleasant Drive, an Easy Hike and a Charming Camping Site With looks a narrow gorge where the
All Sorts of Attractive Natural Lores and All
stream has found passage after hav
Witkin a Short Distance
ing been imprisoned in geologic times
as a lake, whose basin is almost circu
Neit Saturday the week-end trip! canyon widens sufficiently • to give lar, Across it the traveler looks as
will take tbe o u t i n g folk* up the | room for agriculture. Then suddenly the road follows a course that hast
Rattlesnake canyon, if yon lire is the ft enters a narrow canyon with here been dug for it in the side of the hill.
residence balls and hare a car, this Iand there a basin and, entering a for-1 There are many tributary gulches
day In the wooded mountains will cost est of yellow pine and tamarack. leads to tbe Rattlesnake. In each of them
but 70 rents. The maximum charge! throogb close walls of rank growth there has been lumbering in days past
to the Franklin flat, where camp will but now they are overgrown with a
Is $2.
Tbe change from the scheduled pro be made. It is a short ride, but a de coming crop of timber. Down each
of them courses a stream to add to
gramme has been made necessary by lightful one.
the temporary absence of the superin The shortness of the drive makes the volume of the flow of tbe Rattle
tendent of the bison range, where it) the day at camp long—there is plenty snake and to add to its beauty. Up
had been planned to spend this Satur of time for recreation of all sorts and Wood gulch runs a trail which was
day. The bison-range trip will be the camp talk should be more than or much used in the days of firefighting.
made July 30. substituted for the an dinarily Interesting—for there is not! It leads to a ridge trail on the sum
nounced visit to the Bonner lumber a little of local tore connected with mit of the east wall of the Rattle
mills which, because of the lumber- the Rattlesnake and there is much] snake. which was followed in getting
market conditions, will not be in oper-1 there to suggest tales of other and men and supplies Into the rugged Gold
similar regions.
creek region. This has been abandoned
ation at that time.
Coyote Bill
since the opening of the upper trail
The Rattlesnake trip will be pleas- j
ant. Tbe site of the camp is only 12 In a meadow just below the camp which leads from the forks, where
mile* from the campus, yet the spot ing place is the one-time ranch of camp will be made Saturday.
Spring Gulch
is as secluded and its surroundings Coyote Bill, an early character in this
are as wild as If it were a hundred region. Bill's name was William Bee- On the opposite side of the valley,
miles away. Once a Saturday Evening skove and, in the middle of the road Spring gulch breaks In and up this
Post writer described Missoula as a which the Saturday travelers will fol- narrow way leads a trail whose term
killed a man who presumed to inal is the remarkable group of lakes
"city with a university and with a I

To Rattlesnake Canyon
A nd Its Tumbling Falls
This Week9s Trail Leads

MONTANA
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Scenery ' Solitude v Satiety
Satisfaction
A ll Day Amongst Wooded Hills
Beside Dashing Streams

Next Saturday Will Be Spent in Rattlesnake Canyon
Just Below the Chute Where the Stream Rushes Through the Dalles
\

j

\X7ITHIN 12 miles of the campus, where the East Fork dashes down
v * through a channel worn from solid rock, where vegetation is rank in
growth and beautiful in variety, camp will be made. It is not far away but
.
it is wild and rugged—an ideal place for a week-end outing.
.

\

r

A Short Hike Over a Good Trail Will Take the Party to the

FALLS OF THE RATTLESNAKE
Where the Water Plunges from a Mountain Lake Over Sheer Ledges Into the Main Stream

On the Lower Rattlesnake
mountain in cvory back yard." This trespass upon his domain. That was a which are the source of the Rattle
trip will emphasize the truth of the long time ago and the rains and snows snake. There are 17 of these lakes,
latter characterization. The end of of many years have washed away all in chain, and they serve as a great
the trail is In a small basin through traces of the sanguinary battle be natural storage reservoir for Mis
which rushes the stream, about which tween the two men. Coyote Bill, too, soula's city water supply. They are
rise steep mountains and from which has crossed the Great Divide on his ^loug the northern base of Mount
lead throe t r a i l s for hikers—one last hike and he will not trouble the Stuart, the high point in the range
across a level mountain meadow, rich Saturday hikers. Not even his ghost which is directly north of the campus
in verdure and bright with flowers; frequents the scene of his exploits.
land which yet bears some traces of
nnother up the rocky gorge through
And Coyote Bill was not naturally its winter snow. Mount Stuart >
which flows the East Fork; a third, up quarrelsome. He was a hospitable I named by the national geographic
the main stream, along the edge of the host to such as penetrated his solitary board in honor of Granville Stuart,
dalles, through which the creek rushes domain in the right way, but he had one of the discoverers of gold in Mon
like a millruce, to the foot of Rattle very positive notions about his rights tana, who started from Missoula on
snake falls, which have their source and was williug to go to the extreme the journey which led to his discovery,
in a hidden mountain lake and plunge In defending them. For his accurate 150 miles east of here.
over a great ledge to the pool through shooting on this particular occasion
Fine Water
which they send their current to the Ihe spent some time in retirement at
On the north side of Stuart and its
main stream.
Deer Lodge. He came back rather
neighboring peaks there is usually
Each of these trails is finely, wood subdued but yet positive in his opin snow all year. It is from these hills
ed and easy to travel. Two of them ions. However, he never returned to that the supply of water comes for
are used by the forest service in pa his Rattlesnake home. He died down Missoula's use. It has never been ex
trol and. when necessary, for pack Iat Dixon.
hausted, even in the s e a s o n s of
Fishing
ing supplies to fire fronts. They are
drought. It is remarkably pure and
not rough trails and there is much of The Rattlesnake has probably been the stream is carefully guarded its i
Interest and to entertain along each fished longer and more diligently than tire length to prevent pollution from
of them. If enjoyment lies in hiking any other stream in Montana. Yet It any source. These lakes may
along a level stretch through timber;jcontinues to yield its store of trout reached by following up the stream
and across meadows, there Is the trail to 4he angler. The Selfsh Indians had from where Saturday's camp will be
to the falls. If the lure is in following a name for it which, translated, means made, but the going is hard and the
a trail through timber and along a "The Stream of the Salmon Trout.” Spring-gulch "trail, which winds around
stream which has found a channel IThey used to travel great distances the rills away from the stream, is an
through solid rock and which tumbles [to fish its waters. Even now one may easier grade and is used by the water
riotously from one haxin to another, see fishermen along its banks or wad company In its regulation of the flow
there la the East Fork route. In this ing its current, even within the city from the lakes.
basin and along these trails the vege Ilimits of Missoula. And most of them
Field Work
tation is luxuriant—there are many | are successful. There is one old In* For those who are interested in
varieties of flowering plants, the ferns Idian trail which was followed In east(Continued on Page Pour)
are especially fine and the forest
growth is varied and Interesting.
SCHEDULE— 1932
The proposed hikes are ail short
and not tiresome The walk to the
falls is perhaps the most interesting
July 9—Rattlesnake Canyon,
of all, because it presents a greater
inly 16—Lake Como.
variety of scenery and of vegetation—
July 21-24— Glacier Park.
and the falls are a floe sight. It hi
July 36—Bison Range.
not much of a climb to their top and
the sight from there is one never to
August 6-7—Trip over Camel's Hump to Cabin City and Sarhe forgotten.
enac Nursery.
The road to the camp is at first
August 13— Lolo Hot Springs.
through a farmed region where the

Register

Register

Before

Before

Thursday

Thursday

Night

Night

Rattlesnake Falls

This trip will be a revelation to those
who do not realize how close to the
campus is to be found the real wilder
ness.
Automobiles will take the party to the
camp at the end of the road. From
there, there are pack trails in three di

rections—all attractive and interesting.
The Rattlesnake is a wonderful stream.
The S a t u r d a y trip may be lazy or
strenuous—just as you like. There’s
variety of opportunity and whatever
you choose, you’ll be pleased and satis
fied.

Trip Starts Saturday Morning at 8 o’Clocl
For those who live in the residence halls the cost o f this week-end is: ( With own cars) 70c,
others $1.30; for those who live outside the residence halls, $1.40 and $2.00

THE

Hit o f Stage
Is R eview ed
By Merriam
Book Part of Musical Production
That Satirizes American
% ,
Politics Is Read
The book part of “Of Thee I Sing,”
the musical comedy which satirizes
American life and politics, was re
viewed by Prof. H. G. Merriam, head
of the Department of English, a t con
vocation yesterday in Main hall audi
torium. This current Broadway suc
cess, which was written by George S.
Kaufman and Morrie Ryskind with
music by George Gershwin and lyrics
by Ira Gershwin, won the Pultizer
award for the best play of last year.
The story centers around a presi
dential campaign of a large political
party. John P. Wintergreen was nom
inated candidate for president and
Alexander Throttlebottom, candidate
for vice-president. The national com
mittee decides the party’s main plank
will be love. Wintergreen being a bach
elor, they organize a beauty contest in
Atlantic City to choose the typical
American sweetheart as Miss Presi
dent, with whom Wintergreen is sup
posed to fall in love and, if elected,
marry. But Wintergreen falls in love
with the wrong girl, Mary Turner,
who makes delicious corn muffins. He
will have nothing to do with the win
ner of the contest.
After the committee had eaten
^Mary’s corn muffins, they let Mary
run with Wintergreen,; she, if elected,
to become first lady of the land. Their
touching campaign love scenes sweep
huge audiences off their feet through
out the 48 states. Wintergreen wins
the election by an overwhelming ma
jority, in fact, the largest that any
president has ever received. Although
no one can remember him, Throttlebottom is also successful.
In the meantime, the rejected
beauty contest winner has discovered
that she is the illegitimate daughter
-of an illegitimate son of the illegiti
mate nephew of Napoleon. The French
embassy then takes up her breach of
promise suit against the president and
pleagues Wintergreen and h is . party
throughout the rest of the play. But
it all ends very happily when Mrs.
Wintergreen presents her husband
with twins.
Phonograph records of the music
from the show were played before
Professor Merriam began his review.
Prof. W. E. Maddock introduced the
speaker and made several announce
ments of next week’s program. Presi
dent L. D. Coffman of the University
of Minnesota will give a talk in con
nection with the educational confer
ence at 'convocation next week.

MONTANA

secondary school needs. She will
take part in at least two of the pro
grammes.
Principal of Missoula county high
school for many years, G. A. Ketcham
Fire a t Ranch on Blackfoot Affects has gone successfully through many
Former Dean of Women
of the trying financial crises of edu
cation. Mr. Ketcham, before coming
Mrs. Mildred Stone, formerly acting to Missoula, was principal of Flathead
county high school. He has a thorough
dean of women at the university, suf
knowledge of Montana high school
fered a serious loss during the week. education. Mr. Ketcham will be pres
Since her retirem ent from her campus ent for most of the conference ses
position, Mrs. Stone has been a part sions.
Others on Programme
ner in the E-Bar-L ranch, an extern
Among the members of the summer
sive summer-outing place up the Big
session staff who will take p art 'in
Blackfoot.
Wednesday the main building on the the conference a re : Dr. W. R. Ames,
professor
of education, State Univer
ranch, a large and imposing rustic
lodge, was entirely destroyed by fire sity ; Dean Freeman Daughters, for 17
with all its contents. The lodge was years professor of education at the
one of the landmarks of the Blackfoot State University; Ira B. Fee, superin
region and had been the summer home tendent of Missoula public schools;
of visitors from all parts of the coun Miss Leora M. Hapner, professor of
try. Its furnishings were unique and education, Montana State College; W.
valuable; some of them cannot be re E. Maddock, professor of education,
State University; C. G. Manning,
placed.
Fortunately there were no casual superintendent of schools, Lewistown;
ties, though the fire was fierce in its M. P. Moe, state high school super
intensity. Mrs. Stone has the sym visor; Lewis C. Tidball, dean of Gray’s
pathy of all her campus friends. An Harbor Junior c o l l e g e , Aberdeen,
nouncement is made that the lodge Wash.; C. R. Wiseman, professor of
education, South Dakota State college.
will be rebuilt as soon as .possible.
An added feature of the programme
will be the showing on Thursday, July
14, of moving pictures and slides of
Montana flowers, wild life and moun
tain scenery by K. D. Swan of the
Public Relations division of the United
(Continued from Page One)
| States Forest service.
Mr. Swan is
cession of the mountain flowers. From famed through the northwest for his
the July vegetation at the lake they photographic work in the mountains
saw the gradual change to April blos of this region. All his work is of
soms at the top of the pass. At the superior quality. The programme will
summit there were beds of dogtooth I be held in Main hall auditorium at 8
violets, buttercups and anenomes. Io’clock.
The collectors also found some fine
The entire programme for the con
specimens of columbine.
ference is as follows:
Everywhere the vegetation was ex
Monday, July 11, 10:00 a. m.
ceptionally fine. “I have never seen it
Auditorium, University Hall
so splendid,” said Dr. Severy yester
ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS
day. “Whole slopes of the mountains
Professor Maddock, Presiding
are solid masses of bloom, one variety
10:06—“Some Problems in School
after another. It is one of the most Administration,” Dean Daughters.
glorious displays I have ever seen.”
10:20—“Administrative Problems of
While the hikers were climbing, S t a t e Departments of Education,”
those who remained at the lodge had Superintendent Ireland.
10:40—“To Many Boards of Educa
a busy day with the boats on the lake
and along the shorter trails through tion and the Consequences,” Dr. Wise
man.
the woods.
11:00—Round table discussion; re
In the evening four-foot logs were
rolled into the grate fireplace of the marks by President Coffman.

Packer Is R escued
Mrs. Stone Loses
From Mountain Area
In E-Bar-L Blaze
(Continued from Page One) .

no regard was given to grades and
ledges.
Arrived at White River camp, it was
found that Geary was partly conscious
and Dr. Dobbins proceeded to get him
into as fit condition as possible for
the outward trip. Ranger Sousley and
Dean Spaulding supervised the con
struction o f a litter. The pack string
arrived, having made the 16 miles in
record time of three and a half hours.
Geary was fastened into the litter and
the start down the trail was made.
So abrupt are the turns in the trail
and so narrow is it in places that
the litter had to be unloaded fre
quently from the animals and^carrled
around the corners and across danger
ous stretches by the men. But the
river was reached at last and then the
party was faced with the problem of
finding a ford sufficiently shallow to
permit the crossing with the lowswung litter. Sousley prospected the
stream until he found what was needed
and the ford was, made. But it landed
in wfllows so dense that passage was
out of the question and Sousley had.
more reconnaisance work — finally
found a way out to where the willows
gave way to yellow pine—by this
route the ranger station was reached.
Pilot Bob Johnson had a cauldron of
coffee ready and some food. The men
were all wet and cold. It was 1:30

DEAN T. C. SPAULDING

Twenty Enjoy Trip
To Holland Resort

o’clock in the morning. The refresh lodge and in front of the cheerful
ment was welcome.
Monday, July 11, 2:00 p. m.
blaze there were stories such as only
Geary was carefully transferred to Paul Bischoff can tell—tales of Mon
Forestry, Room 200
the plane; It had been planned to fly tana and of the tropics—that made a
FINANCIAL PROBLEMS IN
out by night but the clouds had be pleasant ending to a delightful day.
EDUCATION
come so heavy that this was impossi The party reached home about 7
Professor Hapner, Presiding
ble and there followed an anxious o’clock Monday night. Nobody got
2:05—“Some Pressing Problems in
wait till dawn. It was 4 o’clock Mon very wet—the showers were most ac School Finance,” Professor Maddock
day morning before it was deemed safe commodating—and everybody gives
2:20—“Inequalities in School Bur
to make the start. Even then the the same report of the outing—it was den and Opportunity,” Superintendent
clouds hung low and a ground fog was thoroughly pleasant
Manning.
rising. Three mountain passes were
2:40—"Our Antequated Tax System,”
tried before Johnson could get his
Superintendent Fee.
ship through the dense atmosphere.
3:00—Round table discussion; clos
Finally a rift in the clouds was found
ing remarks by President Coffman.
over Danaher creek and through that
the plane made its way to the Big
Tuesday, July 12, 9:00 a. m.
Blackfoot valley above Cooper lake.
(Continued from Page One)
Auditorium, University Hall
Then, altitude- to clear the hills be Miss Ireland, who has served in the
ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS
low the lake, and the plane was in the capacity of teacher, county superin
(Continued)
open. It was yet drizzling and cold— tendent, high school principal and city
Professor Ames, Presiding
(Continued from Paste Three)
the plane was speeded to 100 miles an superintendent before taking over her
9:05—“Major Administrative Prob
geology, botany or any other form of hour and at 5:45 o’clock Sunday morn present office, has made an intensive lems of a City Superintendent,” Super
nature study, Saturday’s camping ing the ship swung down to its air study of education in the graduate intendent Manning.
place affords a laboratory which is port landing and Geary was quickly field. She has had long contact with
9:20—“The Weakness of American
rich in material. The botanists, partic taken to the hospital.
Montana problems and is thoroughly Rural Education and Possible Solu
ularly, will find the region especially
It was speedy emergency work. informed on Montana elementary and tions,” Professor Hapner.
abundant in the material which they Geary’s condition was serious; he had
seek. The cliffs and streams and falls ruptured an old incision, made in an
will keep the camera users busy if operation for appendicitis, and there
they take advantage of the opportuni was grave danger of infection. But
ties which are there. Some of the quick action and the knowledge of
scenery is impressive, much of it is what to do*in grave situations brought
beautiful in a more quiet way, but the young man to where he could re
there’s a good picture almost every ceive the attention that will probably
where in the upper Rattlesnake. And save his life.
there are all sorts of rocks—there are
“The credit for the rescue,’’ said
slides and fissures and what have you. Dean Spaulding yesterday, “goes to
Offers even a finer opportunity than in previous years for
Erosion is splendidly illustrated here. Ranger Sousley and Doctor Dobbin.
novices as well as for writers of experience. The work will
There is also an abundance of animal Sousley acted promptly and to' the
life, too.
very best advantage. Were he in the
be under the general direction of H. G. Merriam, head of
More to Come
army he would be accorded a D.S.O.
the Department of English and editor of The Frontier. He
Saturday’s trip will be restful after medal. His men were all on their
the more strenuous three-day jaunt of toes; though it was a holiday and this §
will be assisted by other members of the English Staff and
last week, but it will be none the less was not a job in direct line of their i
the plan of the school is for the production of literary
interesting on that account. The bison- duty, they never murmured. The doc- |
material of finished quality. Supplementing the general sum
range excursion, which has been nec- tor was a hero—he took/all the bumps 1
cessarily postponed, will be the pro and had no thought of anything but 1
mer work will be the
gramme for July 30. With the ex the safety of his patient. And while 1
ception of the cancellation of the Bon we were waiting for daylight Monday 1
ner trip, this is believed to the the morning, he insisted upon helping |
only change which will be made in the wash dishes and clean up the cabin |
schedule as already announced. There after we had had our early breakfast. |
July 18 to 20, during which there will be present such writers
are trips which, combined with their It was a hard ride and he hadn’t been |
of national reputation as
beauty, will afford intimate acquaint upon a horse in. 15 years, but he stuck 1
anceship with phases of the forest to that one through the toughest kind |
service work, from the planting and of going. It is not so long ago that I
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rearing of trees to the active service the journey in and out—White river |
JOHN
ASHE,
whose
literary
service
bureau at Seattle has
of firefighting.
is more than 100 miles from Missoula I
But this Saturday’s jaunt is inex —would have taken two weeks a t best. |
been of such great service to new writers.
pensive, restful and revealing. It will We left here at 4 o’clock Sunday 1
provide not only a restful week-end afternoon and Geary was in his hos- |
Regionalism in literature will be emphasized in this course
for. those who seek just plain recrea pital bed before 7 o’clock the next I
and it is hoped that much hitherto hidden material will be
tion, but it will afford opportunity for morning. It was a fine demonstration |
“If^rtbed and given the prominence which it merits. Effort
ju st as strenuous exertion as anyone of the spirit of the forestry service.’’ s
cares to put forth.
will be made to develop stories and verse which will’ be
The party will leave the campus at
CURTISS IS HONOR GUEST
worthy of publication in The Frontier.and other magazines
8 o’clock Saturday morning. The ex
which are doing much to preserve regional material in per
pense of the trip: Residence-hall
Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line enter- |
manent literary form.
boarders—with cars, 70 cents; without tained at a dinner on Thursday honor- i
cars, $1.30. Those not in the halls— ing N. B. Curtiss of Pittsburgh, Pa. |
The conference offers— and this has direct and important
with cars, $1.40; without cars, $2.
Mr. Curtiss has spent, a week here 1
bearing upon regionalism—a
lecturing and renewing acquaintances 1
LOST
that he made last year as a visiting I
professor. The guests were Dr. and I
Notebook belonging to Catherine Mrs. Shallenberger, Miss Emily Ma- |
Nut^erville containing registration clay, Mary Farrar, Jesse Cambron, I ;
card and stamps in pocket. Finder Helen Atkins and Messrs Paul Treich- I
return to telephone booth in Main hall. | ler and Robert Young.
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Educators Tackle
State’s Problems

Week's Trail Leads
To Tumbling Falls

The 1932
School for Writers

Annual Conference for Writers

Glacier Park Excursion as Finale
July 21-24

Wednesday, July 6, 1932

KA1MIN

10:06—“Distinctive Problems la Vo.
9:40—' ’Implications of the Present tary School Grades,” Dr. Madsen.
10:45—“Trends in High School Test catlonal Guidance,” Dr. Coxen,
Crisis,” Dr. Tidball.
10:25—"Survey of Present Voc*.
ing,”
Dr.
Wiseman.
10:00—Round table discussion; clos
11:05—Roundtable discussion: clos tional Guidance Practices in Mog.
ing discussion by President Coffman.
ing discussion by President Coffman. tana,” Dr. Ames.
10:45—"A Feasible Program for 4
Tuesday, Jnly 12, 2:00 p. m.
Small Montana High School,” Mr. Moe,
Wednesday, July 13, 2:00 p. m.
Forestry, Room 206
11:45—Round table discussion; coin,
Forestry, Room 206
MAJOR PROBLEMS IN
ment by President Coffman.
PROBLEMS IN SECONDARY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
EDUCATION
Superintendent Fee, Presiding
Thursday, July 14, 2:00 p. m, >■
Mr. Moe, Presiding
2:05—"Summary o f Outstanding 2:05—“The Problem of Support,"
Auditorium, University Hall |
Problems,” Professor Hapner.
PROBLEMS
AND RELATIONSHIPS?.
Principal Ketcham.
2:20—"Contributions of Experimen
OF HIGHER EDUCATION |
2:26—“The Reorganization of Amer
tal Schools,” Dr. Madsen.
Dean
Daughters,
Presiding ) M
ican S e c o n d a r y Education,” Dean
2;40—"Integrating Functions of the
2:05—"The Junior College," Profs*.?
Daughters.
Elementary School," Superintendent
2:45—“Major Problems of the Curri sor Maddock.
Ireland.
2:25—“The Newer Type Reorganizeculum,” Dr. Wiseman.
3:00—Round table discussion: re
3:06—Round table .discussion; clos tions in Colleges and Universities,”
marks by President Coffman.
President Clapp.
ing rem arks by President Coffman.
2:45—"The Chancellorship Orgu|.
Tuesday, July 12, 2:00 p. m.
zation
in Montana,” Chancellor BranThursday, July 14, 10:00 a. m.
Natural Science, Room 307
non.
Auditorium, University Hall
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
3:05—Round table discussion; co*
EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL
Dr. Wiseman, Presiding
eluding rem arks by President Coff
GUIDANCE
2:06—“Some U r g e n t Vocational Superintendent Manning, Presiding man.
Problems of the High Schools,” Mr.
Moe.
2:20—“Evening Schools,” Mr. Robin2:35—“P art Time and General Con
tinuation Schools and Their Prob
lems,” Mr. Kauffman.
2:50—Round table discussion.
Wednesday, Jnly 13, 10:00 a. m.
Natural Science, Room 307
TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
Dr. Tidball, Presiding
10:05—“Uses and Abuses of Tests,”
Dr. Ames.
10:25—"Measurements in Elemen

TYPEWRITERS
Rent one of our good machines or buy an Underwood or
Corona Portable and notice how easy and fast
your writing can be done.

Lister Typewriter Service
PHONE 2457

127 E. BROADWAY
— We Deliver—

Have You Some
Perplexing Problem?
As teacher—veteran or novice—as administrative officer—as school board
member—has there developed some phase of your work which presents an
annoying question? Teaching methods, systems of administration, ways and
means of finance—each of these presents its own puzzle. You will find its
solution somewhere in the list of courses offered in

The Summer Session This Year
Consult the schedule of courses in the School of Education— in this list
you will find the opportunity to discover the answer to the question which is
puzzling you. In this list you will find a number of courses dealing with “ related
subjects” which possess special interest. These courses have been arranged to
meet, as far as possible, every phase of the problems which face the teacher.
It is a broad field— but the scope of the courses recognizes this fact— they will
help solve questions of all whose desire is to make effective the educational
work in Montana.

EXPERIENCED EDUCATORS IN CHARGE
Men and women, experienced by training and practice, comprise the summersession staff of the School of Education. The regular work of the courses, sup
plemented by the conferences which are easily possible, give added value to
the work in this department. The work has been so planned that the student
may register for a six-weeks period or for the full length of the summer quar
ter, nine weeks. In addition to this scheduled work, there has been arranged a

MONTANA CONFERENCE ON EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS
July 11, 12, 13, 14
This conference has been carefully planned. Its sessions are specifically
designated, but each of them will prove interesting to all teachers and school
administrators. The sessions have been listed as follows:
Monday morning, July 11— Administrative Problems
Monday afternoon— Financial Problems
Tuesday morning, July 12— Administrative Problems
Tuesday afternoon— Elementary Education, Vocational Education
Wednesday morning, July 13— Tests and Measurements
Wednesday afternoon— Secondary Education
Thursday morning, July 14— Educational and Vocational Guidance
Thursday afternoon— Higher Education

DISTINGUISHED LEADERS
Leaders in this conference include some of the best-known and high-ranking
educators in the United States. Amongst those who will take part are
President L. D. Coffman of the University of Minnesota
Chancellor M. A. Brannon of the University of Montana
President C. H. Clapp of the State University of Montana
State Superintendent Elizabeth Ireland of Montana
Director J. R. Coxen of the U. S. Board of Vocational Education
Members of the faculty of the School of Education will also participate and
in the discussions on vocational education, F. H. Robinson, supervisor of voca
tional education at Helena, and H. F. Kauffman, instructor in agriculture at the
Flathead county high school, will offer practical suggestions.

State University of Montana
Summer Session, 1932
COURSES FOR TEACHERS
June 20 to July 29; July 11 to August 19; June 20 to August 19

FREEMAN DAUGHTERS
Dean o f School o f Education

